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INTRODUCTION
GRAYLL is Distributed Ledger Technology, AI and Machine Learning
applied to an algorithmic financial system that creates exponential profits
automatically, accessible via a simple user friendly mobile & web App.
We are focused on digital asset and tokenized asset markets.
The systems can be applied to anything, for example commodities, art,
real estate, weather metrics, social media trend data and so forth.
GRAYLL will be simple to use for everyone like many popular
mobile & web applications. Similar to Gmail, Instagram and
Snapchat signing up and using the GRAYLL App will be a user
friendly experience.

Watch the ephelants360
Introduction Video (2:15 mins)

When one considers that the US dollar has lost 95-97% of its
original value since its inception despite having attained the world’s
reserve currency status in 1944 and saving accounts usually pay less
than 1% interest annually. Market cycles have become very hard to predict
for even the most successful fund managers, resulting in poor performance
and fund closures.
Our algorithms ensure that a novice would be able to achieve out-sized
returns without understanding trends, trend-stages (Elliot Wave, Wyckoff,
etc.), volatility, leverage, margin requirements and shorting markets.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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LOCATION
The operating entity of GRAYLL is legally registered in Delaware, USA.
GRAYLL will provide its services globally and will have multiple entities
for token issuance, equity investments, tax structuring and global operations.

LEADING TECHNOLOGY
We use Distributed Ledger Technology which enables new concepts of
digital financial systems. Artificial Intelligence helps us to automate
processing of large data sets and improve decision making and speed
as well as the services we offer to users.
Our 4 algorithms which cover a variety of investment horizons, are
almost fully automated. The users only need to start & stop them and
receive notifications when the algorithmic positions are within their
maximum performance ranges. The aim is to provide users with
simplicity, low skill requirements and low time commitments.
Although the system behind the simple App that is able to generate out-sized
gains in any market is highly complex, the users will not notice this, just
like most people will not know how complex WiFi actually is.
The algorithms generate profits in up-, down- and sideways trends. There are
no limits on the amount of algorithmic positions and the use of the system.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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OBJECTIVES
GRAYLL is available to anyone and there is only a $10 minimum per
position requirement. We want to leverage DLT, AI, Machine Learning
and Deep Learning to provide better services.

$367.37bn
TOTAL ADDRESSABLE MARKET
BOX OFFICE & TV+VIDEO
2020
ephelants360 TARGET MARKETS
USA & Canada, China, India,
Latin America, U.K. & France

$6.76bn $37.8b
BOX OFFICE TV+VIDEO
n
2020
2020
*VIDEO = SVoD
Streaming Video on Demand

TARGET MARKET
GRAYLL services are primarily aimed at retail investors that have
little time for FX trading or crypto speculation and investing in the
stock market or may have almost no experience doing so in the first
place. Retail investors require the services and information usually
only available to Ultra High Net Worth (UHNW) individuals.
No particular knowledge of derivatives (e.g. Black-Scholes, gamma,
delta, parameters, convexity, etc.) or risk assessment/modeling (e.g.
Monte Carlo Methods, Value-at-Risk, Knightian Uncertainty, etc.)
is required by the users. The “smart money” and institutions like
JPMorgan, Fidelity, Invesco, Mizuho and Goldman Sachs already
entered the Blockchain, DLT, Digital & Tokenized Asset space.

MISSION
Our mission is to offer an App which enables people to create freedom,
prosperity & wealth without trading time for income.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
THE OPPORTUNITY
2019 is forecasted to have $7.4 trillion in digital asset
trading volume.
Katherine Wood, CEO of ARK Investment Management,
revealed from her research that in 2018 there was $1.4
trillion in transaction volume on the Bitcoin blockchain.
Research and surveys from institutions such as the World
Economic Forum (WEF), Deloitte and McKinsey, project
that up to 10% of the global Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
will be stored and transacted with the help of blockchain
technology by 2025–27.
Based on extensive market sizing research on the future
potential of Asset Tokenization, Finoa estimates that the
tokenized asset market will be $24tn by 2027.
Tim Draper, the billionaire venture capitalist, stated in
2018 that the digital asset market will reach $80 trillion
within 15 years.
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$24tn
TOTAL ADDRESSABLE
MARKET
2027

$7.4tn
SERVICABLE ADDREASSABLE
MARKET
2019

$80tn
TOTAL ADDRESSABLE
MARKET
2033

In February 2019, the BitMEX digital assets derivatives
exchange achieved $1 trillion in notional trading volume.
Sources:
McKinsey, Satis, Deloitte, ARK

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Q1
Q1| | 2019
2018
platform
design +
talent
acquisition
+ architecture
algorithms | java to golang

Q2 | 2019
token + smart contracts +
wallets + PWA build

Q1 | 2019
algorithm re-testing +
system architecture design

PROJECTED
OUTCOME
2022
Target
Markets: USA &Q4
Canada
– UK
Australia – Japan – South Korea
$160.6MM Revenue
for ephelants360

Q2 | 2019
Q1 | 2019
public token saledata
+ science integration +
talent acquisition +
AI predictions + alpha testing
packaging algorithm
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Q2 | 2019
system architecture +
notification system + APIs

$1.5MM Minimum IEO Funding Objective

FY Q2 2019 – Q3 2019 | To Launch Live System
App Launch + User Acquisition + Strategic Partnerships

Q3 | 2019
beta testing App
market making algorithms +

Q4 | 2019
user acquisition +
App live + wallet updates

Q1 | 2020
service updates +
user acquisition
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LEADERSHIP

Fernando de Menezes
Founder

Daniel Peter
Chief Developer

Akshay Arora
Co-Founder

Aleksandar Djordjevic
DLT Advisor

Hemal Gandhi
Co-Founder

Artem Zaitsev
DLT Advisor
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THE VISION
Our vision is to offer a System which enables people to create freedom, prosperity & wealth
without trading time for income, there are only 24 hours in a day. A new digital system with
opportunities to generate wealth for everyone.
GRAYLL is focused on digital asset & tokenized asset markets. The systems can be applied to
anything, for example whisky, commodities, art, real estate, weather metrics, social media
trend data and so forth.
Similar to Gmail, Instagram and Snapchat signing up and using the GRAYLL App will be a
user friendly experience.

WHY CREATE GRAYLL?
The economy is changing the way people view
money, saving, investing, work & retirement.
Most people don’t have sufficient investment or financial
trading knowledge, skills or experience to make consistent
profits. Furthermore, in general people do not have the time
or the desire to acquire these. Yet most people will need to look
for alternatives to set money aside to pay for children, college,
a home purchase and retirement, or simply pay for daily needs.
Trading & investing is not suitable for everyone, yet the current
and future economic environment is clearly signaling that
critical changes will occur that will affect the way people live,
it is likely that people in highly developed nations will have to
take more risks to obtain sufficient capital to maintain the life
they have envisioned.
Savings yield almost no interest, let alone that the FDIC or the
ECB would probably not be able to help in a deep crisis. and if
one has sufficient capital to have access to investment funds or
even managers, the returns versus risks are abysmal. Most fund
managers are reporting losses, and the stock market rise was
mainly due to corporate buy-backs.

Inflation is rampant, yet average income seems stagnant or
barely keeps up with the rate of inflation. Real estate prices
have been cooling down globally, both speculators and
homeowners will likely be affected in the coming years.
It is probable that in North America and Western Europe
government pensions will not provide sufficient income and
people will have to keep working until they are 70-80 years as
unfunded liabilities spiral out of control.
The traditional job market is in decline, freelancers and small
business owners will increase, more like it was 100 years ago.

Humans are generally bad at making decisions,
processing large amounts of data and handling stress.
How will the majority of people provide for their needs
when some of the issues outlined here will affect 100’s of
millions of people or are already becoming their reality?
GRAYLL is a solution that bridges people’s needs and
conflicting human shortcomings in alignment with the
current economy and in preparation for the future.
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CURRENT MARKET
Investor’s Perspective
Accessibility to the Most Lucrative Investments
Mostly accredited investors and funds will have access to opportunities that have not
been listed on stock exchanges. It is unlikely that retail investors were able to purchase
equity in Nike, Netflix or Apple prior to their Initial Public Offering.
The Volume & Speed of Information
Perhaps the most daunting challenge that modern investors struggle with is the speed
and volume of information. Even obscure companies produce a constant stream of
information, it can be difficult to select what is important.
Finding the Right Information Resource
The difficulty of finding the right resource is tied to the challenge of too much
information. Having an abundance of choice and easy access to some truly excellent
free resources is an overall win for the modern retail investor. Investing does deal in
facts, but opinion colors many areas, therefore information quality is still key.
The Reactionary Market
Despite having good quality information, investors can still get “burned” when basic
uncertainty or inaccurate information hits the market. Inaccuracies can be honest
mistakes, malicious rumors or even financial fraud on the part of corporations. The
financial markets are so accustomed to the constant information flow, that often an
interruption in this flow or moments of uncertainty can be worse than bad news.
Increased reliance on a constant data flow has elevated market reaction frequency.
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CURRENT MARKET
Economic Perspective
Pensions Fund Performance vs Real Inflation Rate
According to the OECD, the US pension funds had a real investment
ROI of 1.3% between December 2016 – December 2017, yet during the
same period the year-on-year Real Inflation Rate averaged 2.1% based
on data from the Federal Reserve and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
The United States pension funds held the largest amount of assets
($16.2 trillion), followed by the United Kingdom ($2.9 trillion),
Australia ($1.7 trillion), the Netherlands ($1.6 trillion) and Canada
($1.4 trillion), Japan ($1.4 trillion) and Switzerland ($1 trillion).

The economy is changing the way people view
money, saving, investing, work & retirement.
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US National Debt = 78% of GDP
The U.S. National Debt is now over $22 trillion, 25% of the US Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) is spent on the interest payments on this debt.
According to the Congressional Budget Office the debt could grow to 96%
of GDP, $29 trillion by 2028.
Student Loan Debt
Student loan debt outstanding reached a record $1.465 trillion in Q4
2018, doubling since the 2007/08 recession. Over 90% of student loans are
guaranteed by the U.S. Department of Education, according to Paul
Della Guardia, economist at the Institute of International Finance, any
recession would cause a rise in youth unemployment and trigger mass
defaults, this contingent liability could prove burdensome for the US
government budget.

Unfunded Liabilities = No Pensions for Generations X, Y, Z
The reality; it is highly improbable that Generations X, Y (Millennials)
and Z will ever receive the benefits of the Government pensions fund
they paid into. The U.S. Treasury Department estimates a Unfunded
Liabilities gap of $55 trillion, many experts and research institutes
think this is an overly optimistic estimate.

Savings
The median the median savings account balance across American
households was around $4,830 in 2018. The median and average savings
have increased for all generations since the last economic crisis, most
retirees would only be able to live off their savings for about 10 years.

Former chairman of the SEC Chris Cox and former chairman of the
House Ways & Means Committee Bill Archer calculated this to be closer
to $87 trillion (2012). The renowned economist Laurence Kotlikoff has
estimated this to be over $200 trillion. Whatever the real figure might
be, it is unlikely to be reduced. There is a recession on the horizon, and
likely by 2022 the effects will become more pronounced.

FDIC Scheme Unlikely to Function When it Matters Most
Banks in the US that are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC), cover up to $250,000 per deposit holder with each
insured bank that the depositor holds deposits. The FDIC only holds a
1.3% ratio of all deposits insured. Any significant economic crash that
would impact the banking system would render the FDIC scheme useless.
Sources:
Congressional Budget Office ,OECD, US Bureau of Labor Statistics
FDIC, Federal Reserve, US Treasury Department, SEC, WSJ, Bloomberg
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CURRENT MARKET
Trader’s Perspective
A commonly known fact is that most traders fail.
In fact, it is estimated that 96% of forex traders
lose money and end up quitting.
Low Start-Up Capital
Trying to beat the market with too little capital
and trading too aggressively until eventually
trading against the trends.
It is common for forex marketers to encourage
you to trade large lot sizes and trade using high
leverage to generate large returns on a small
amount of initial capital. It takes some money to
make some money, and it is possible to generate
outstanding returns on limited capital in the
short term.
However, with only a small amount of capital
and outsized risk because of too high leverage,
traders will find themselves being emotional with
each swing of the market's ups and downs and
jumping in and out at the worst times possible.

Failure to Manage Risk
Risk management is key to survival as a trader as
in life. A very skilled trader can still be wiped out
by poor risk management. The number one job is
not to make a profit, but rather to protect the
initial trading capital, if capital gets depleted,
the ability to make a profit is lost.
Trading Psychology & Discipline
Some traders feel that they need to squeeze every
last $ out of a move in the market. This causes
traders to hold positions too long and set them
up to lose profitable trades. The solution seems
obvious here, just don't be greedy.

Lack of trading discipline and risk management
also means that traders refuse to be wrong and
hold on to losing trades in the hope they will
eventually turn around.
It’s possible, but it carries an opportunity cost and
worst case almost all investment capital is lost
before the market trend changes, trend changes
take time and require confirmation.

Financial markets continue to move every day so
there is no need to get every last $ out of a trade,
there are always new opportunities.

Digital Asset Trading & Investing
Although the majority of people that entered the
distributed ledger technology space to speculate
on digital assets, the extreme bull market that
lasted about 2 years up until Jan 2018 surprised
both inexperienced and experienced investors &
traders in its severity and subsequent violent and
deep market correction.

Indecisive trading, often caused by drawdowns,
will result in multiple consecutive losses. Even if
each loss is small, switching back and forth will
result in continuous losses until the investment
capital is depleted.

During the uptrend speculators adopted a false
sense of confidence as out-sized gains were easily
achieved. Most people and funds with digital asset
holdings experienced significant value reductions,
sometimes 95% without leveraging their positions.
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THE PROBLEMS
Issues for Traders & Investors
1. Misaligned Interests: If demand and trade volume remain relatively
stable or increase there is little incentive for an Exchange or Broker
to avoid taking advantage of clients. Goldman Sachs has occasionally
been accused of betting against its less clients.
2. Market Manipulation: LIBOR was rigged, during to the 2007/2008
financial crisis failing Mortgage Backed Securities were not repriced
until investment banks sold as much as they could. Wash trading
and spoofing are problems with many digital asset exchanges. Some
retail FX brokers and crypto exchanges trade against clients and
purposely increase price volatility to execute limit & stop orders.
3. Extreme Volatility: Market Manipulation often results in high price
volatility, the majority of traders do not know how to manage this.
4. Lack of Time: The majority of potential investors & traders do not
have time to manage speculative activities properly. Additionally
retail investors do not have sufficient assets to have talented
professionals with a proven track records work for them.
5. Lack of Trading Experience: Even talented traders will have
developed their skills during an extended period of time.

6. Lack of Investment Knowledge: Acquiring knowledge takes time.
Speculators with Lack of Time & Experience have significant
disadvantages in comparison to professional market participants.
7. Lack of Financial Analysis Skills: Particularly for investors, which
generally is a longer term commitment will result in over reliance on
external opinions & analyses, qualifying these will also be challenge.
8. No Access to Professional Tools: Professionals use a different set of
tools to make and manage their investments and trades, for a retail
investor just finding out which tools these tools are requires research,
having access to tools like a Bloomberg Terminal is generally costly.
9. Limited Market Information: Not having daily access to a network
of financial professionals with extensive experience to exchange
information and limited or no access to professional tools limits
the substantial long-term profits over price inflation adjustment.
10. Dysfunctional Stress Management: Trading is stressful for most,
even professional traders, there are many reasons why uncertainty
of positive outcomes occurs, the majority are mentioned here. The
management of emotions related to the cause is a discipline in itself.
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THE SOLUTION
A start & stop system which contains algorithms that are able to conceive exponential profits in
any market trend. Users don’t need to have investment or financial trading experience or
knowledge, and do not have to spend time on technical or fundamental analysis.
The algorithms can be started at any time, an automated profit notification system alerts users
when to consider closing algorithmic positions. The App is driven by AI, Machine Learning
and Distributed Ledger Technology, which allow us to execute our solutions for a multitude of
trading & investment problems. AI assisted decision making for, avoids of human bias & stress.
GRAYLL will be as simple to use as Gmail, Instagram and other mobile & web Apps.
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OPPORTUNITY
2019 is forecasted to have $7.4 trillion in digital asset trading volume.
Research and surveys from institutions such as the World Economic
Forum (WEF), Deloitte and McKinsey, project that up to 10% of the
global Gross Domestic Product (GDP) will be stored and transacted
with the help of blockchain technology by 2025–27. Based on extensive
market sizing research on the future potential of Asset Tokenization,
Finoa estimates that the tokenized asset market will be $24tn by 2027.

$27tn
TOTAL ADDRESSABLE
MARKET
2027

Tim Draper, the billionaire venture capitalist, stated in 2018 that the
digital asset market will reach $80 trillion within 15 years.
In February 2018 the top 10 crypto exchanges were generating as much
$3 million in fees per day, or heading for more than $1 billion in
revenue per year, according to estimates compiled by Bloomberg using
trading volume reported on data tracker CoinMarketCap.com and fee
information on the exchanges’ websites. Fees in the lowest range of the
exchanges’ scale were used for the calculations (0.07-0.3%).
In February 2019, the BitMEX digital assets derivatives exchange
achieved $1 trillion in notional trading volume.

Institutional Investors like Fidelity and JPMorgan are aggressively
pursuing the digital asset opportunity, JPMorgan recently announced
that they will create their own digital coin. In July 2018 Goldman
Sachs backed Circle purchased a low-level digital asset exchange
named Poloniex for $400 million as part of their larger strategy.
Many renowned globally banks, especially in Japan, are now active in
the space; investing, developing and using distributed ledger solutions.

$7.4tn
SERVICABLE ADDREASSABLE
MARKET
2019

$80tn
TOTAL ADDRESSABLE
MARKET
2033
Sources:
McKinsey, Satis, Deloitte

INVESTMENTS | Artificial Intelligence
Almost nine in 10 (85%) businesses plan
to invest in artificial intelligence (AI)
and the Internet of things by 2020
AI is leading a new era and direction of digital
technology advancement & disruption, which will
change the way we live, work prioritize our life and
behave. This is directly and indirectly driven by
companies and organizations that are implementing
it in their business processes, examining use cases and
progressive applications of AI. Early adopters have
benefited greatly and are leaving competitors behind.
AI and Machine Learning are even available to new
ventures at low cost, Google has a suite of services
ranging from Computer Vision to Natural Language
Processing. There are a multitude of AI driven client
support services available that reduce human resource
costs and deal with customer queries more efficiently.
Organizations, corporations and many businesses are
now aware of the trends, benefits and the necessity to
adopt AI, they will need to make further investments
and integrations to remain relevant and sustainable.
Sources:
Forrester Research, Reuters, ICAEW, OECD
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EU targets 20 billion euro investment
in AI to catch up with the US & China
According to a OECD report; Investment funds,VC firms
and corporate investors are stepping up equity investments
in AI start-ups, reflecting a growing global interest in AI
technologies and their commercial applications.

Investment in
AI projected to triple
by 2020 with
market value of
$1.2 trillion

The OECD estimates that more than USD 50 billion was
invested in AI start-ups during the period 2011 through
to mid-2018.
Their data suggest that start-ups operating in the US
account for the majority of AI start-up equity investments
worldwide, both in the number of investment transaction
(“deals”) and in US dollars invested, accounting for twothirds of the total value of investment since 2011.
China has seen a dramatic upsurge in AI start-up
investment since 2016 and now appears to be the second
player globally in terms of the value of AI equity based
investments received. Chinese companies attracted 36% of
global AI private equity investment in 2017 and an annual
average of 21% from 2011 through mid-2018

ADVANTAGES | Blockchain Technology
Unique Advantages
Transparency & Trust | Most Blockchains & Distributed
Ledger Technologies are shared ledgers and have publicly
visible transactions. The architectures provide transparency
and as a result trust is more easily established. This is a
distinctly instrumental aspect when unregulated third
parties are providing transfers for digital values.
Settlement | Financial services companies still have delayed
post-trade settlements, Blockchain & DLT provides much
faster settlement of transactions.
Cost Savings | DLT & Blockchain technology does not
require any third party or clearing house, this reduces costs
incurred from fees paid to clearing houses or third parties.
Decentralization | One of the chief advantages of DLT
& Blockchain technology is there is no requirement for
a trusted third party or intermediary.
Immutability | Transaction data is written into a DLT or
Blockchain, it is virtually impossible to amend this data.
Highly Secure | Transactions on Blockchains & DLTs are
cryptographically secured and maintain data integrity.
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Investments
As written in Forbes, data seems to be the new oil, one
of the many takeaways from a 2018 survey conducted
by New Vantage Partners.

“Blockchain was a priority
topic at Davos; a World
Economic Forum survey
suggested that 10% of global
GDP will be stored on
blockchain by 2027.”
Sources:
McKinsey, World Economic Forum

According to the New Vantage study, almost 80% of
executives surveyed expressed concern about disruption
or displacement from competitors due to datatechnology advantages.
Blockchain solutions are showing up in the fields
of utilities, healthcare, payments, supply-chain
management, government, agriculture, and more. A
mid-2018 PwC survey found that fully 84% of
responding companies actively used blockchain, in
areas such as research programs and live deployment.
Members of the French Parliament are pushing for
the investment of 500 million euros to develop the
country’s Blockchain ecosystem over a 3 year period.
Corporate Venture Capital investment in Blockchain
has doubled from $0.4 billion in all of 2017 to $0.8
billion as of April 2019 as reported by TrustNodes.

ADVANTAGES | Artificial Intelligence
Why AI

AI Industry Growth

AI & Government

In computer science, artificial intelligence
(AI) sometimes called machine intelligence,
is intelligence demonstrated by machines, in
contrast to the natural intelligence displayed
by humans and animals. AI has advanced from
the halls of academia, into a multi-billion dollar,
potentially trillion dollar, technology sub-sector.

The exponential growth of the AI, ML and ANN
technology sub-sectors are the result of factors like
inexpensive cloud compute services provided via
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), availability of
large data sets to train algorithms, ML and Deep
Learning models. Increased competition business
across a multitude of sectors have identified the
need for AI to increase results through productivity
and avoidance of human error.

United States: The government invested $1.1 billion
in unclassified R&D for AI systems in 2015 and an
estimated $1.2 billion in 2016.
The Information & Intelligence Systems Department
of the National Science Foundation and the programs
related to AI from the DARPA are reported to have
been around $300m-$400m a year for the last 15 yrs.
The 2016 White House reports include strategic
planning for National Artificial Intelligence
Research and Development.

According to the National Science & Technology
Council, it is projected that the value of M&A and
Private Placement transactions in AI over the next
5 years will exceed that of the previous 50 years.
The speed of analysis and action allow AI to bring
immense opportunities in the financial, defense,
medical, industrial, weather, transportation,
educational sectors to name a few.
Less expensive computing power via IaaS like Google,
Amazon and IBM Watson have been one of the most
signiant factors of increasing the use, development
and popularization of AI and Machine Learning,
bolstering the communities like Kaggle and driving
eductaionsl programs at MIT, Stanford and Oxford.
Sources:
Click on the hyperlinks in the text for sources.

AI will keep advancing and the adopted use cases
increasing, estimated growth rates are constantly
revised upwards.
Accenture research on the impact of AI in 12
developed economies reveals that AI could
double annual economic growth rates in 2035
by changing the nature of work and creating a
new relationship between man and machine.
The impact of AI technologies on business is
projected to increase labor productivity by up
to 40 percent and enable people to make more
efficient use of their time.

France: President Macron said his government
would invest €1.5 billion into AI research until
the end of his term in 2022 as part of a strategy to
accelerate innovation.
China: The State Council of China released the
“New Generation Artificial Intelligence
Development Plan” This policy outlines China’s
strategy to build a domestic AI industry worth
nearly US$150 billion in the next few years and
to become the leading AI power by 2030. This
officially marked the development of the AI
sector as a national priority.
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ADVANTAGES | Artificial Intelligence
Tractica forecasts $7.54 billion in cumulative revenue from 2016-2025,
simply from firms investing to improve their algorithmic trading
strategy performance, a growing trend at Investment Banks and Funds.

Accenture’s definition of Artificial Intelligence
(AI) refers to IT systems that sense, comprehend,
act and learn.
Their study resulted in the following forecasts.
Forecast Timeline: 2035
Market Value Projected: $8.3 trillion (U.S. only –
compared to $814 billion in UK, $2.1 trillion in
Japan, and $1.1 trillion in Germany, all measured
in GVA i.e. gross value added)
Study context: Accenture, in association with Frontier Economics,

modeled the potential impact of AI for 12 developed economies that
together generate more than 50 percent of the world’s economic output.

Forrester Research’s defines AI as “Cognitive computing technologies”
They forecast the market value to achieve $1.2 trillion by 2020.
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ADVANTAGES | Deep Learning
Machine Learning trading has become an even more
popular phenomenon, especially as traders continue to
experience historical precedents with negative interest
rates and an ever more globalized world.
Many investors believe markets are becoming more
efficient, and opportunities for arbitrage are becoming
harder to find by the minute. Therefore, large asset
managers ranging from Goldman Sachs to Blackstone
have begun trying to implement the latest AI-based
algorithms in response.
Over the last five years, there have been enormous
advances in automated trading technology. Advanced
front-end solutions have introduced massive efficiencies,
reduced operational risk and given traders unprecedented
access to global liquidity.
In the same way that Artificial Intelligence, more
specifically Machine Learning, can be used to recommend
movies by Netflix or web searches by Google; so too can it
be used to predict the trends in the financial markets for
underlying assets.
In general, there are two different types of algorithms and
algorithmic trading. There is a basic formatting type
algorithm that is programmed to perform specific
functions. Then there is the self-learning algorithm that
takes historical data (empirical) and real-time data
which it uses to adjust itself accordingly for trading.

The new type of self-learning AI based algorithms
are able to build trends that are often unknown even
to the most intelligent analyst. The reason is because
they are able to eliminate “noise” in the market.
This refers to short-term (daily or intra-day) fears,
worries, and negative fueled perception regarding the
price of a security or general market atmosphere.
By ignoring it, the algorithms are is able to identify
underlying and supporting trends in the market.
The AI based algorithms, are able to adapt as a result
of neural networks enabled for Deep Learning, which
then allows the algorithm to adapt accordingly.
More and more institutions are utilizing automated
processes, and AI and Deep Learning is currently
driving some of the biggest industry changes in
banking, finance and insurance.
By making frequently performed duties automated,
AI makes it possible to focus on higher level
objectives. One sees this in tasks such as document
management, where it reads through documents,
including forms, contracts, etc.
The BFSI (banking, financial services & insurance)
industry today is also regularly employing chatbots
with AI-driven responses rather than having live
customer service representatives respond to consumers,
saving a great deal of both time value and resources
within customer management.

AI is also currently being used to decrease friction by
improving workflows and decisioning processes.
It is capable of creating models for previously manual
procedures, the two specific use cases of this in BFSI
are creating risk management models for lending and
credit risk management and fraud prevention, where
AI systems identify, track and flag potential threats.
In risk management, early detection is key, and AI and
Deep Learning are capable of recognizing risk patterns
remarkably early. Multiple data sources are utilized to
take a more comprehensive view of risk assessment.
Once the risk is identified, there are significantly
faster response times, and a reduced impacts of failure.
As the world searches to further improve operational
functions with technology, scientists and big businesses
are devoting massive amounts of resources to develop
Deep Learning technology, a branch of AI. Companies
such as Google and Facebook have made great strides
in improving the function of their firms using Deep
Learning to better analyze how to improve operations.
The financial sectors has well been moving towards a
greater implementation of these types of technologies as
well, in order to better capture opportunity sets
regarding underlying assets in the financial markets.
Tractica forecasts $7.54 billion in cumulative revenue
from 2016-2025, from firms investing to improve their
algorithmic trading strategy performance.
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BUSINESS MODELS
Commission

Penetration Pricing

Revenue will be generated from “trading” fees (0.3% - 1.8%)
when users open or close algorithmic positions. There are
four algorithmic services, there are no limits on opening or
closing positions or the number of open positions per user.

GRAYLL will be offering $250 - $1,000 in free utility
token value for the first 31,850 App user registrations.
Early registrations receive a higher token value allocation.

The commissions GRAYLL will charge are slightly higher
than the majority of digital asset exchanges. This is above
average fee structure is supported by offering solutions to the
main problems investors & traders face. GRAYLL will be an
automated system that saves users time and provides higher
potential to achieve outsized profits as well as the access to a
fully automated AI driven notification system that assists
users in the decision making process to take profits.

Arkady Algorithm: 0.3% start/stop fee

Current Performance 1.07x - 1.2x ROI |
Anti US Inflation Algorithm | ROI² Horizon 365 Days

Commission
+
Penetration
Pricing

No further purchase/investment is required, however the
free allocations of utility tokens are locked up for a period
of 12 weeks once the App is live. The users must use one or
more algorithms at least 3 times during the lock up period.
We anticipate that the profits achieved with the algorithms
by the initial App users and the additional time to market
the App will result in a higher demand for the utility token
which is required to use the GRAYLL System.

We have a well researched digital marketing & Ad strategy in
place which includes users receiving an additional $250 free token
value per approved referral, limited to 40,000 additional users.

Balthazar Algorithm 0.9% start/stop fee

Current Performance 1.6x - 2.2x ROI |
Shorter Term Algorithm | ROI² Horizon 20 - 40 Days
Kaspar Algorithm: 1.3% start/stop fee

We believe that the value being offered; the free tokens, the timesavings, the performance of the algorithms, the AI based profittaking recommender notifications will result in further interest.

Current Performance 1.5x - 1.9x ROI |
Medium Term Algorithm | ROI² Horizon 45 - 75 Days
Melkior Algorithm: 1.8% start/stop fee

Current Performance 1.4x - 1.8x ROI |
Longer Term Algorithm | ROI² Horizon 70 - 100 Days

It is possible to add additional revenue streams by offering
crypto/fiat exchange options to GRAYLL tokens within the
App wallet and debit cards linked to the user App wallets.
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PRODUCT & SERVICES
GRAYLL is a simple App with a start &
stop system which contains algorithms that
are able to conceive exponential profits in
any market trend; up, down and sideways.
Users don’t need to have investment or trading experience to
forecast trends, conduct fundamental or technical analysis,
an automated AI driven profit notification system alerts
users when to consider closing algorithmic positions.
The App is driven by AI, Machine Learning and
Distributed Ledger Technology, which support our
solutions for a multitude of trading & investment problems.

Initially users will be able to register for the receipt of
free utility tokens that are used within the system. The
users will be able to transfer GRAYLL utility tokens
from the wallet in your App to one or more of the 4
algorithms, it will be simple, all the users will need to
do is enter the $ amount they want to transfer to one of
the algorithms each time, similar to any banking App.
The correct amount of GRAYLL utility tokens
according to the live exchange rate is transferred to
the algorithm you selected. There will be no limits
with regards to how often or when users can transfer
GRAYLL utility tokens to the algorithms, users will be
able to open as many algorithmic positions as they like.

We use Distributed Ledger Technology which enables new
concepts of digital financial systems. Artificial Intelligence
helps us to automate processing of large data sets and
improve decision making as well as the services we offer
to users. GRAYLL is available to anyone, there is a $10
minimum algorithmic position requirement.

Users will be able to track the performance of each
algorithmic position that they have opened. The
algorithms Balthazar, Kaspar and Melkior, also called
the 3xMagi, have important time related dependencies.
This means that even though a 3xMagi position will
first increase in price, it will eventually decrease after it
has reached its peak. This helps us to manage demand.

GRAYLL services are primarily aimed at retail investors
that have little time for FX trading or crypto speculation
and investing in the stock market or may have almost no
experience doing so in the first place. Retail investors
require the services and information usually only available
to Ultra High Net Worth (UHNW) individuals.

To assist users in determining when its the best time
to close 3xMagi positions and take the profits, the
GRAYLL System will send users multiple notifications
when a 3xMagi position is in its maximum performance
range, but they will also receive notifications when it’s
leaving its maximum performance range.

The 4 algorithms which cover a variety of investment
horizons, are almost fully automated. The users only need to
start & stop them. The aim is to provide users with simplicity,
low skill requirements and low time commitments.
4 Algorithms | Arkady & 3xMagi
Arkady hedges against price inflation, as prices increase
relative to income, and provides high yields compared to
savings or retirement accounts. Arkady can be used to
de-risk any investment portfolio including traditional
holdings such as shares when markets are in declining trends.
3xMagi Algorithms
Balthazar is ideal for people seeking higher profits in a
shorter period of time, it will send user notifications that it is
reaching its maximum potential, within a range of 20-40
days. Balthazar will suit people that are more engaged and
don’t mind checking their App regularly.

Kaspar is well suited for people seeking high profits in a
short to “medium” term, it allows people a more flexible
schedule to take action based on alerts they received. The
notifications that it has reached its maximum performance
range will be sent within a 45 to 75 day time-frame.

Melkior is ideal for people seeking double digit profits over a
“longer” period of time, it will send notifications that it is
reaching its maximum potential, within a range of 70-100
days. Melkior is attractive for people that are less engaged
and would prefer to check their App sporadically.

KEY DIFFERANTIATORS
1. Artificial Intelligence
Automation, Efficiency & Speed of Decision Making,
Avoidance of Human Bias & Stress
2. Machine & Deep Learning
Automated Product & Service Improvements,
Algorithm Market Performance, User Support
3. Market Condition Agnostic
Profitable in All Market Conditions, Applied Derivatives
& Options Mechanics and Arbitrage to Profit from
Sideways Trends, Increased Results in Up/Down Trends

PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE
Application Layer
Connectors + Event Managers +
Application Server + Smart
Contracts + Distributed
Databases
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Multi-Signature + Trackers +
Oracles + Wallets + Digital
Assets + Smart Tokens + Digital
Identity
Network +
Base Protocol +
Method of Consensus
(DAG/PoS/DPoS/SCP)
UI/UX + Logic +
Application
Integration +
Language
Compute Engines
Storage + Content
Delivery

Services Layer

4. Low Financial Barrier to Access Service
$10 Minimum Requirement to Start Algorithms
5. Low Informational or Skill Barriers to Succeed
No Technical, Fundamental, Trading or Investment
Skills or Experience Required
6. Escalated Time Savings
Leverage Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning
to Improve Quality of Life through Time Savings

Network

Distributed Ledger
(Blockchain)
Infrastructure Layer
Virtualization

SALIENT FEATURES
Although the GRAYLL System, behind the
simple App that is able to generate exponential
gains in any market, is highly complex; users
should only be concerned with the results.
GRAYLL will be simple to use for everyone like
many popular mobile & web applications. Similar
to Gmail, Instagram and Snapchat signing up and
using the GRAYLL App will be a user friendly
experience. Sending tokens to start an algorithmic
position should feel as simple as sending/receiving
payments using Venmo, Zelle or PayPal.

The App will have 6 main features;
1 wallet to hold the GRAYLL utility token,
4 algorithms & 1 performance notification system.
Mobile first, our focus is on a fluid mobile App
experience, that doesn’t mean users will not be
have the same experience using a the web App.
We will be leveraging the Progressive Web
Application technology (PWA).

Data Science, AI & Machine Learning
are an integral part of the GRAYLL App,
these disciplines allow us to automate
certain aspects of the GRAYLL System,
improve the user experience and also
allow us to provide more attractive
services and opportunities in the future.
Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)
allows us to create groundbreaking and
innovative financial mechanisms and
applications. It helps us to explore and
execute models to resolve systematic
problems in our current paradigm.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be used
to avoid human bias & emotional stress,
the processing of large information sets,
improve efficacy of decision making and
increase potential profits by using
algorithms to reduce the risks inherently
associated with investing & trading.
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Machine Learning (ML) can be used to
improve our algorithmic services, and
System by observing the performance
and use of the algorithms and the App.
ML can also help us to automatically
focus on specific user needs and automate
client support. As the landscape will
become more competitive, we believe that
consistent, speedy client support will
make all the difference in user adoption,
experience and retention. We will also
look to apply ML to market making for
better token liquidity management.
Deep Learning (DL) or Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) will be applied to
GRAYLL with the aim of improving
the results that the algorithms achieve,
currently the digital asset market is very
prone to rumors and news events, Natural
Language Processing (NLP) could help
leverage news events & mitigate the risks.

PROCESS FLOW
Below an illustration of the process flow of the GRAYLL System Architecture including processes, storage and computations performed on the Stellar
Distributed Ledger and processes, storage and computations performed on distributed & sharded cloud based compute engines micro-services, and databases.
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BASIC VALUE FLOW
The users will be able to purchase GRAYLL utility tokens on
digital asset exchanges, which can be transferred to the App wallet.
We intend to offer some asset exchange options as well within the
wallet for major crypto-currencies like Bitcoin & Litecoin. Users
will be able to transfer these digital assets to the App wallet and
exchange them for GRAYLL tokens, GRX, within the App.
Users can select the algorithm they would like to engage and the
amount to be transferred to that algorithm. It is possible to open
multiple algorithmic positions, this can be the same algorithm or
a variety or the 4 services available. There will be no limits on the
number of positions users can open or close.
A percentage fee is charged for each position opened. The three
GRY algorithms, collectively named 3xMagi have a different
maximum performance horizons, the shorter the time horizon,
the lower the percentage fee.

All GRAYLL utility tokens that are transferred to the system from
fees and user positions opened are used by the algorithms to create
profitable opportunities with the assets and values traded and
tracked in the markets. The algorithmic trading system will have
the same starting value as the tokens allocated for circulation.
The user can track the performance of all their positions within the
App in list form. Each position will keep the user updated via App
notifications and emails on its performance and will indicate when
a particular position is within reached its maximum performance
range. The user can take action and close the position if they desire.
Each position will also notify the user several times when it has
left its maximum performance range, this doesn’t mean the position
is no longer profitable, however without directly advising the user,
it does give the user indications that it is probably a good idea to
close the position. Each position will also notify the user that it’s
near break-even if the user hasn’t closed the position beforehand.

Each 3xMagi position is unique and will be unlikely to perform
exactly the same as any other position, variables like time and
volatility have influence. The GRY reference value is the average
performance of the 3xMagi algorithms, it is used to value the GRX
tokens transferred to the system for opening algorithmic positions.

Any position that has a value above $0 can be closed by the user. A
percentage fee is charged for each position closed and transferred to
the system. Our revenue model is aligned with the users, as higher
profits for the users will also result in more revenue for GRAYLL.

The Arkady algorithm is a long-term service, it runs perpetually.
Due to the lower profit potential comparatively to the 3xMagi
algorithms it has a lower fee. GRZ is the reference value used to
track the performance of Arkady, and is used to value the GRX
tokens transferred to the system when a user opens a position.

Once a GRY or GRZ position is closed the $ value is calculated in
GRX tokens and transferred to the user’s App wallet from the
GRAYLL hot wallet. The user can keep their balance in GRX,
open new GRY or GRZ positions and convert their GRX tokens to
other digital assets or to fiat via regulated exchanges.
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COMPETITION
Our principal direct competitors with accessible and simplified applications integrating institutional level algorithms, Artificial Intelligence &
Machine Learning in their systems are KORBOT and RISE, the main difference is that they do not have derivatives or options style mechanics.

Companies

Proprietary
Algorithmic Services

GRAYLL

YES

Self Created Algorithmic
Trading Strategies

Artificial Intelligence
or Machine Learning

Blockchain based
Derivatives

Simplified &
Accessible

Algorithmic
Market Making

Trading Signals

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Institutional Digital
Asset Trading Service

FOTA

YES

YES

YES

DXDY

YES

YES

YES

KORBOT

YES

YES

YES

RISE

YES

YES

YES

SEEDCX
TILDE TRADING

YES

YES

YES
YES

YES

BORNFIGHT

YES

YES

SIGNALS NET

YES

YES

AVANSA

KAURI

YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES

*This list does not contain the full competitive landscape, we focused on direct competitors and included companies that have in our opinion the best products, services and teams to execute successfully.
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Strengths
This is a nascent opportunity, there are very few direct
competitors, additionally our direct competitors are not
using the advantages of derivatives and options mechanics.

The full set of AI based algorithms and ML models we will
use in the GRAYLL System, distinctly improve decision
making and reduce human bias and negative emotional
stressors associated with the risks of investing & trading
financial assets; as a result the ROI is vastly increased.
We will be using data science in all features of the system
to continuously improve our service levels, add gamification
where required to upcycle engagement and increase the
performance of our algorithmic start/stop services.
Users don’t need a lot of capital, knowledge or experience in
the financial markets to benefit from the services offered.
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Weaknesses
GRAYLL will be a relatively new entrant in the market
despite our team’s extensive financial industry expertise.
FinTech and Artificial Intelligence focused ventures have
a faster burn rate due to high payroll costs to acquire and
retain talent.
Marketing, advertising, PR and business development
efforts and expenses will be significant to gain
awareness and acquire new users.
Without additional operating capital to finance
marketing & payroll, some milestones will take
longer to achieve.
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Opportunities
It is forecasted that the tokenized asset market will be
$24 trillion by 2027. 2019 is set to become a record
breaking year with $7.4 trillion in trading volume.

We have conducted 10 weeks of DLT & Blockchain
patent studies and will continue to explore the
patentability of key aspects of the GRAYLL System.
The benefits of distributed systems for data security and
also enabling transparency where desired has fast gained
traction and focus in many companies and organizations.
In the next 5 years AI will exceed its development of the
past 50 years gaining increased importance in every
industry sector.
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Threats
Current threats are related to the regulatory
environment in the United States. Although
medium sized and large funds, exchanges and
institutions like Fidelity , JPMorgan, Gemini and
Cobinhood all offer digital asset services or tokenized assets
to US based clients, it is much more regulatory prone
depending on the services or assets offered. Similar companies
based in Switzerland, Japan, the UK and offshore jurisdictions
like Jersey, Gibraltar, Malta, the Bahamas or the Caymans are
able to execute on their roadmaps much more effectively.
Surprisingly the French Government has already committed to
investing $1.5 billion in AI ventures and are looking to invest
$500 million in DLT ventures. Their digital asset regulatory
framework is inviting to start-ups and institutions.
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MARKETING & USER ACQUISITION
FY2019 Marketing & PR accounts for 28.5% of the Budget to achieve User Acquisition Targets
FY | 2019 GOALS:
*$377.50 User Acquisition Cost (UAC)
$2,682.21 Lifetime User Value (LTV)
*Includes $50MM in GRAYLL Token Value Allocated to Marketing & Partnerships

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Industry Specific Digital Ads
Social Media Ads
Blockchain Media Ads
App Users/Token Holders
Referral Marketing Incentives

6. Sponsorship of Activities
7. Strategic Partnerships
8. Financial Sector Network
9. FinTech Focused Groups
10. Influencer Endorsements

Acquisition Channels
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MARKETING STRATEGY
GRAYLL’s marketing strategy integrates the
current digital & social media platforms to
effectively promote the App and the algorithmic
services to our target users & markets. We will
primarily focus on digital advertising & PR
strategies alongside to strategic partnerships.
The ultimate goal of our marketing strategy is to
generate the highest levels of revenue from our
users, increase the user base, increase the dollar
value per algorithmic position and increase the
number of algorithmic positions opened per week
per user. We need to attract, retain and grow an
active base of users. Overall it will be important
to cultivate and strengthen user loyalty to create
resistance to competitors, by delivering superior
results and user experiences when using our App.
GRAYLL’s user acquisition strategy is based on
providing an unmatched value proposition; the
highest ROI in terms of time, quality of life and
profits achievable. Additionally the quality of
service, simplified sign-up and user-friendliness
are paramount and will be regularly reviewed.

The methods used for user acquisition include:
digital advertising, YT, finance & investment
newsletters, magazines & websites, FinTech
events, user referral strategies, strategic
partnerships and collaborations.

29% Budget
Allocation

The marketing strategy will be executed mainly
through GRAYLL’s Founding Team, Marketing
Team and external agencies & specialists.
DLT, Blockchain, Machine Learning, AI, Deep
Learning, ANN are high potential markets and can
be accessed with the right marketing team.

GRAYLL is working closely with external marketing
professionals to ensure that it is on the cutting edge of
the advertising strategies and trends as well as the
latest digital media data insights.
Effective and timely User Support is one of the best
marketing & user retention tools. A client support
team with a third party automated client support
system will be integrated with the App to provide a
high quality user experience and promote acquisition.
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MARKETING TARGETS
The targets of GRAYLL’s marketing strategy are
potential users, primarily people already using and
trading digital assets, “low hanging fruit”, but then
expanding to people who trade FX and securities.

GRAYLL will focus on user experience, design and
valuable messages at the forefront of the customer-driven
marketing campaign. Evocative visual content is important
in digital marketing engagement rates and conversion to
achieve increased revenue.

The primary targets according to market studies are
Millennial males in the US & Canada, UK, Japan
and South Korea as well as Generations X and Z.
CONTENT MARKETING
An eye-opening research report from IMPACT states
that 90% of the most successful B2B content marketers
prioritize their audience’s informational needs over
their own sales & promotional messages, however only
42% of B2B content marketers are actually talking to
customers to understand their needs.

FY2019

$0.74MM
Budget

We plan to target increasingly target a broader audience
outside of digital assets, FX and equity investors & traders.
We believe that savers and retirees would be a potential
match for one of our longer term algorithmic services.
A survey conducted by Circle, a Goldman Sachs backed
company, focused on people that identified themselves
as “aggressive” investors, some of the results were;

71% of buyers & readers say they were turned off by
content that seems like a sales pitch (Economist
Group’s “Missing the Mark”).

42% of male Millennials, 34% of men identifying in
Generation X and 16% of male Baby Boomers have
looked into asset classes like cryptocurrencies, versus
27% of Millennial women, 19% of Generation X women
and 9% of female Baby Boomers.

70% of marketers reported that content incorporating
visuals assets performed better than those without
(Contently & Libris). Our marketing is focused on
B2C, but these key take-aways we will be integrated.

Separately, and perhaps unsurprisingly, the survey
found that as investors get older, the percentage of
“aggressive” investors drops, from 65% of Millennials
to only 25% of Baby Boomers.
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DIGITAL MARKETING
The GRAYLL App will be designed mobile
first as more users are accessing digital
content and Apps via mobile devices instead
of desktops, which is suitable for B2C Apps
& services marketing strategies.
eMarketer forecasted that mobile will account
for 72% of digital Ad spend in 2019. 57 percent
of LinkedIn use is on mobile this percentage
is actually low when compared to Facebook
(88 percent of activity is on mobile) or
YouTube (70 percent).
Instagram – Of the social networks, only
Facebook and YouTube have more people
logging in. And of Instagram’s 1 billion
monthly active users, more than 500 million
of them use the platform every day. 71% of
Instagram users around the globe are under
the age of 35. 95% of U.S. Instagrammers use
YouTube followed by Facebook at 91%, and
Snapchat at 60%. 60% of people earning an
income of $100K+ use Instagram.

YouTube – 85% of all internet users in the United
States watched online video content monthly on
any of their devices (Statista, 2018). 25-34 year
olds watched the most online videos, with adult
males spending 40% more time watching videos
on the internet than females. 96% of 18 to 24 year
old American internet users use YouTube.
Americans visit in the largest numbers, followed
by residents of India, Japan, Russia and China.
70% of YT views are on mobile & 70% of millennial
YouTube users watched a video to learn how to do
something new last year.
Facebook – According to FB Statistics there are
roughly 2.53 billion smartphones in use in the
world and out of that number a staggering 85%
of smartphone owners use the Facebook App.
Data as of Jan 2018 suggests that there is a 600%
increase in FB interactions when a video posted.
Facebook is accessed on average 8 times per day,
followed by IG 6x and Twitter 5x. 26% of FB
users that clicked on Ads made a purchase.

Twitter – 77% of Twitter users feel more positive
about a brand when their Tweet has been
replied to. There is a total of 1.3 billion Twitter
accounts, but only 328 million are active.
Twitter itself says that 80 percent of its users
are “affluent millennials”.
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) – We have
been working with a Digital Marketing Agency
to work on improving the visibility of the
website on all major search engines and Social
Media channels with proprietary algorithms.
Digital Ads – Instagram, Facebook, Google and
online Blockchain, Finance & FinTech News –
*Mobile devices account for 53% of paid clicks.
*Video ads are clicked 73% more often than
display banners. *60% of users first heard about
a product on Instagram. *30% of users bought
something they discovered on Instagram.
*Japanese users make up 27% of all engagement
on Instagram. *The average time spent per
Facebook visit is 20 minutes.

TOKEN VALUE MECHANICS

GRAYLL TOKENOMICS
GRAYLL utility tokens will form an integral part of
how the system functions and scales. The value of the
GRAYLL utility tokens will increase in relation to the
demand for it. The tokens will be created on the Stellar
protocol and will have the following functions:

1. Transfer to and from the GRAYLL App Wallet
2. Store in the GRAYLL App Wallet
3. Transfer from User App Wallet to Algorithmic
Services to Open GRAYLL Algorithmic Position(s)
4. Close Algorithmic Position(s) to automatically
Transfer from Algorithmic Service to App Wallet
5. Traded by GRAYLL System to create opportunities

$1.40

*
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36 Month GRAYLL Token Value Forecast
[excludes digital asset exchange volatility]

$1.18

$1.20

GRAYLL Value in $

$1.00

Available GRAYLL Supply
[10e12]
$0.79

$0.80
$0.59

$0.60
$0.45

How will GRAYLL utility tokens increase in value?
GRAYLL has one utility token within the System;
it will increase in value as the demand for the token
grows from increases in the use of the Algorithmic
Services and the more exposure from marketing, digital
advertising and business development activities.
The ROI users attain from the performance of the
algorithmic services, the App’s user friendliness and
the level of client support will also be key drivers in
the demand for the GRAYLL utility token.
During the IEO period, 5 billion GRAYLL tokens will
be offered for sale, the tokens will be available on at least
one digital asset exchange for holders to sell and new or
existing users to purchase any available supply .
The utility tokens are required to use the Algorithmic
Services, the system uses the tokens to create positions.

$0.40
$0.20

$0.05 $0.06 $0.11 $0.14
$0.02 $0.03 $0.04
0.026
0.026
0.025
0.02
0.02
0.016 0.022

$0.19
0.032

$0.25
0.03

0.024

0.032

0.039

0.037

$0.00

There will be an Initial Circulating Supply of 12.5 bn
GRAYLL tokens with a base value of $0.01; 5 billion
tokens will be offered in the IEO; 2.5 billion tokens will
be held by GRAYLL Operations; 2.5 billion tokens will
be used for marketing & partners of GRAYLL; 2.5 billion
tokens will be allocated for algorithmic system. Unsold
tokens will be used in the algorithmic system.

We will be actively working on holding multiple
digital assets in the GRAYLL wallet, like Bitcoin
and Ethereum, for direct exchange to the GRAYLL
token as well as fast multi-hop payments from and to
USD or other fiat currencies, this will likely require
a partnership with a regulated exchange.

REVENUE PROJECTIONS
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Commissions from Algorithmic Services

Forecasting Assumptions

Fees for using the algorithms are paid with GRAYLL’s
utility token. In the revenue calculations no projections have
been included for the price of GRAYLL tokens versus the USD.
Arkady Algorithm: 0.3% start/stop fee

The future price of GRAYLL tokens will fluctuate and might
be less or more than the base price of $0.01 per GRAYLL token
at which the token will be released, impacting the USD value of
the actual revenue accrued from commissions.

2019
SAM
$7.4tn

Current Performance 1.07x - 1.2x ROI |
Anti US Inflation Algorithm | ROI² Horizon 365 Days
Balthazar Algorithm: 0.9% start/stop fee

Current Performance 1.6x - 2.2x ROI |
Shorter Term Algorithm | ROI² Horizon 20 - 40 Days
Kaspar Algorithm: 1.3% start/stop fee

Demand for the GRAYLL tokens will be driven by the actual
performance of the algorithms and user interest by gaining
sufficient exposure through effective marketing.
The Serviceable Addressable Market has been forecasted to be
$7.4 trillion in 2019. This forecast must be considered within
the context of the digital asset trading volume and its trends.

Current Performance 1.5x - 1.9x ROI |
Medium Term Algorithm | ROI² Horizon 45 - 75 Days
Melkior Algorithm: 1.8% start/stop fee

Current Performance 1.4x - 1.8x ROI |
Longer Term Algorithm | ROI² Horizon 70 - 100 Days
FY 2019

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY2023

135,000

1,425,000

2,225,000

3,600,000

5,450,000

$426,870
$25,612,410
$15,414,880
$10,244,970

$1,906,680
$114,400,750
$68,852,300
$45,760,300

$2,973,730
$178,423,850
$107,384,730
$71,369,540

$4,275,490
$256,529,270
$154,392,620
$102,611,710

$5,824,720
$349,483,450
$210,337,260
$139,793,380

0.0007%

0.0249%

0.0259%

0.0208%

0.0141%

$51,699,130

$230,920,030

$360,151,850

$517,809,090

$705,438,810

Monthly Active Users (MAU)
Arkady | 0.3% Start/Stop Fee
Balthazar | 0.9% Start/Stop Fee
Kaspar | 1.3% Start/Stop Fee
Melkior | 1.8% Start/Stop Fee
% Revenue of Adj. Market Volume*

Total Revenue Projections
Sources:
Bloomberg, CoinMarketCap, Satis

*We have adjusted our anticipated trading volume by discounting the reported
trading volume on Coin Market Cap to 10% in order to better forecast our revenue.

Binance, one of the top digital asset exchanges, now in its 2nd
year of operations, has an average daily volume of $1.5 billion
with 10 million registered users. Binance expects a net profit
of $1 billion for 2018, a down year for the digital asset market.
In February 2019, the BitMEX digital asset derivatives
exchange achieved $1 trillion in notional trading volume.

In February 2018 the top 10 digital asset exchanges were
generating as much $3 million in fees per day, or heading
for more than $1 billion in revenue per year, according to
estimates compiled by Bloomberg using trading volume
reported on data tracker CoinMarketCap.com and fee
information on the exchanges’ websites. Fees in the
lowest range of the exchanges’ scale were used for
the calculations (0.07-0.3%).
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POTENTIAL OUTCOMES
Commission

MAU

TARGET MARKETS
USA & Canada , UK,
Australia, Japan, South Korea

OBJECTIVE | FY 2022
3.6MM Monthly Active Users
-------------------------------------TRADE VOLUME
$23,782,438,330

% REVENUE of SAM
OBJECTIVE | FY 2022
0.0208% of Digital Asset Trading Volume
ALORITHMIC SERVICE REVENUE
Algorithm Revenue Arkady | $4,275,490
Algorithm Revenue Balthazar | $256,529,270
Algorithm Revenue Kaspar | $154,392,620
Algorithm Revenue Melkior | $102,611,710
---------------------------------------------------------$517,809,090

PROJECTED
OUTCOME FY 2022
$517.8MM Revenue
for GRAYLL

PROJECTED
OUTCOME FY 2023
$705.4MM Revenue
for GRAYLL
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ROADMAP
Q1 | 2019
talent acquisition +
algorithms | java to golang

Q1 | 2019
algorithm re-testing +
system architecture design

Q2 | 2019
data science integration +
AI predictions + alpha testing

Q2 | 2019
token + smart contracts +
wallets + PWA build

Q3 | 2019
market making algorithms +
beta testing App

Q2 | 2019
system architecture +
notification system + APIs

Q4 | 2019
user acquisition +
App live + wallet updates

Target Markets: USA & Canada – UK
Australia – Japan – South Korea

Q1 | 2020
service updates +
user acquisition
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IEO PROPOSAL
Initial Exchange Offer Proposal
Token Symbol

GRX

DLT

Stellar

GRAYLL Circulating Supply

12,500,000,000

Tokens for Sale (40%)

5,000,000,000

Base Price per Token

$0.01

Minimum Raise (Soft Cap)

$1,500,000

Maximum Raise (Hard Cap)

$35,000,000*

Accepted Fiat Currencies

$, €, ¥, ₩**

Accepted Crypto Currencies

STRAT, BTC, ETH, XMR, ZEC, XRP, etc.**

Proposed IEO Start Date

May 20 | 2019 (flexible)

Exchange Venue(s)

TBA
*Raised from multiple offers over an extended period.
**Exchanges may offer MasterCard/Visa/JCB or bank
transfer options and a larger choice of crypto-currencies

Phase

Contribution

Proposed Dates

Discount

Price/Token

IEO Phase 1
IEO Phase 2
IEO Phase 3
IEO Phase 4
IEO Phase 5
IEO Phase 6

$50
$50
$50
$50
$50
$50

May 20 – Jun 2
Jun 17 – Jun 30
Jul 15 – Jul 28
Aug 12 – Aug 25
Sep 16 – Sep 29
Oct 14 – Oct 27

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%

$0.0070
$0.0075
$0.0080
$0.0085
$0.0090
$0.0095

$250,000 Minimum Average Raise per IEO Phase

$1.5MM
MINIMUM TOTAL RAISE
MAY 20 – OCT 27 | 2019
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TOKEN ALLOCATION
Q4 | 2021

Token Allocation

10 % of tokens released

The initial token allocation will be as follows:
40% of tokens will be allocated in the IEO

Unsold tokens will be transferred to the Algorithmic System.
The GRAYLL System creates & manages positions with its token.
20% of tokens will be allocated for Marketing, Partnerships & Services

To protect investors, any bug, user acquisition & App testing bounty
tokens will be released after the IEO rounds have been completed.
Bounty tokens may also be subject to vesting conditions.

TEAM
TOKEN
VESTING

Q2 | 2020

Q1 | 2021

10 % of tokens released

10 % of tokens released

20% of tokens will be allocated for the Algorithmic System
20% of tokens will be allocated for the Team & Advisors

Q1 | 2022
10 % of tokens released

TOKEN ALLOCATION

Algorithmic System
20%
Circulating Token Supply

Q2 | 2021

10 % of tokens released

10 % of tokens released

Q4 | 2019

Marketing
20%

Team & Advisors
20%

Q3 | 2020

10% of tokens released

IEO
40%

Q1 | 2020
10 % of tokens released

Q4 | 2020

Q3 | 2021

10 % of tokens released

10 % of tokens released

TOKENS
100%
VESTED
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FUND ALLOCATION
Fund Allocation
The token allocation will be as follows:
52% of funds will be used for development, talent acquisition &
team expansion, and the infrastructure of GRAYLL. As well as
continuing research and improvement of our machine & deep
learning models and performance.
28.5% of the funds will be used for the marketing and promoting
GRAYLL. We will have to engage in well targeted advertising
efforts of the App, and implement marketing & referral
incentives to attract new users and increase the volume & use of
the algorithmic services.
6% of the funds will be used towards legal & professional services.

FUND ALLOCATION
Operations & Admin
2.5%
Ads, Marketing, PR
28.5%

Development
52%

Legal & Professional
6%
2%
Rent & Utilities
Token Sale Receipts

2.5% of the funds will be dedicated to company operations &
administration.
2% of the funds will be allocated to office rent & utilities.

PRIMARY FUNDING OBJECTIVE
FY Q2 2019 – Q4 2019 | Marketing & Scaling
App Launch + User Acquisition + Strategic Partnerships

DISCLAIMER
By participating in a GRAYLL LP (“GRAYLL”) Equity Sale, Private Sale, Pre-sale and/or Token Generating Event (“TGE”) and/or Crowd Sale (Private Sale, Pre-sale and the TGE together
referred to as the (“TGE”), as defined in the GRAYLL business plan (“Business Plan”), or making use of any information in the White Paper (“White Paper”) or in the GRAYLL business plan
or available information on the grayll.io website (“Website”) or in the light paper (“Light Paper”) or in the pitch deck (“Pitch Deck”) or in the one pager (“One Pager”), you agree to the statements
provided in this disclaimer (“Disclaimer”). You further understand and accept that the information provided in the White Paper, Light Paper, One Pager, Pitch Deck, Business Plan and on the
Website are of descriptive nature only, and does not provide any legal rights to the user unless explicitly stated.
GENERAL WARNING – By using the services provided by GRAYLL, you as either a Equity Sale and/or TGE participant or User of GRAYLL products or services (the “User”), fully
understands and agrees with the following:
GRAYLL’s operating entity currently is a Delaware, USA incorporated entity, being subject to Delaware and United States laws and regulations. The TGE will be conducted in the
United Kingdom under the regulations of England and Wales, GRAYLL may choose to issue tokens in an other jurisdiction. The User understands and accepts to be subject to the laws and
regulations in the jurisdiction in which the User is domiciled and that GRAYLL accepts no responsibilities for the legal status of the User as a Crowdfunding participant or otherwise being
linked to GRAYLL (e.g. as token holder after the TGE). The User should obtain local legal advice to clarify the legal status of the User in its own jurisdiction before participating in the TGE.
By transferring digitized assets or currencies to the Smart Contract System and the Smart Contract System creating GRAYLL tokens (“GRAYLL tokens”), the User understands and accepts that
the User makes a contribution into a Smart Contract System for the development of the GRAYLL system, as described in the Business Plan and/or White Paper. The User understands and
acknowledges that GRAYLL tokens may be provided by the Private Sale and/or Pre Sale and/or TGE smart contract in the order that transactions are received by it and no alteration of this can
be made by any party. However, the User understands and accepts that smart contract technology is still in an early development stage and its application of experimental nature, which carries
significant operational, technological, financial, regulatory and reputational risks.
User understands and accepts that GRAYLL, including its shareholders, directors, management, employees and any other person(s) affiliated with GRAYLL, carries no liability for the ability
to take part in the TGE for reasons beyond the control of GRAYLL including but not limited to the Private Sale and/or Pre Sale and/or TGE duration, distributed ledger transaction delays and
node-related issues.
Pending a successful TGE and/or Equity Sale, the GRAYLL team members will be focused on completing the company start-up and delivering on milestones according to the White Paper
and/or Light Paper and/or Business Plan and/or Pitch Deck and/or One Pager. Furthermore, the User understand and accepts that while GRAYLL will make reasonable efforts to develop and
complete the GRAYLL platform, as described in the White Paper and/or Business Plan, it is possible that such development may fail and that User’s GRAYLL token(s) may become useless
and/or lose its value due to reasons of technical, commercial or regulatory nature or any other reason, within or outside GRAYLL’s control.
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The User is also aware of the risk that even if all or parts of GRAYLL’s system is successfully developed and released in full or in parts, that the GRAYLL system could be fully or partially
closed, remain commercially unsuccessful or shut down due to lack of public interest or for any other reason. GRAYLL has the right to engage sub-contractors to perform the entire or partial
development and execution of the GRAYLL system. The scope and extent of the development of the GRAYLL platform will be determined by the amount of contribution received during the
Equity and/or TGE, as set forth in the White Paper and/or Light Paper and/or Business Plan and/or Pitch Deck and/or One Pager.
The User understands and accepts that GRAYLL undertakes no obligations to act on behalf and in the interests of the User in any Equity Sale and/or TGE being held in the future.
By transferring digitized assets through the GRAYLL TGE address(-es) under the smart contract system(s) of the Ethereum and/or Skycoin and/or Stellar blockchain protocol(s) (address(-es)
TBD (to be decided)) (the “Smart Contract System”), the User expressly agrees to all of the terms and conditions set forth in the Smart Contract System(s) code existing on the Ethereum and/or
Skycoin and/or Stellar blockchain(s) and in this Disclaimer. The User further confirms to have carefully reviewed the Smart Contract System code(s), its functions and this Disclaimer, and
hereby confirms to fully understand the risks and costs of creating the GRAYLL token and contributing into the Smart Contract System(s) for the development of the GRAYLL system.
The User understands and accepts that by transferring digitized assets to GRAYLL as part of a TGE through the Smart Contract System(s), the User makes such decision upon his/hers own
discretionary consideration and has no right of refund of the transferred amount, unless explicitly provided by the TGE smart contract code itself as stipulated in the White Paper and/or Light
Paper and/or Business Plan and/or Pitch Deck and/or One Pager. The User therefore understands and accepts that the transfer of digitized assets through the Smart Contract System(s) thereby
creating GRAYLL tokens, carry significant financial, regulatory and/or reputational risks (including the complete loss of value of created tokens, if any, and attributed features of the
GRAYLL system).
TAX WARNING – The User understands and accepts that GRAYLL does not act as a tax agent of the User. The User bears the sole responsibility to determine its tax responsibility of the
contribution into the Smart Contract System(s) to create and obtain GRAYLL token(s), and to determine whether the ownership, usage, the potential value appreciation or depreciation, or any
gain or loss by the purchase or sale of the GRAYLL token, have tax implications for the User. More specifically, the User fully understands and agrees to the following:
The User and GRAYLL carry their own tax obligations solely under the applicable laws of the jurisdiction they reside in. If Value Added Tax (VAT) obligations or other indirect taxes will
apply as a result of trade of products and/or services provided by GRAYLL or by third parties, we reserve the right to adjust the product/service price by adding a VAT/ indirect tax as applicable
for each respective country (e.g. 20% for the United Kingdom and as applicable in other jurisdictions) which are sold from the time the VAT / indirect tax obligations comes into place. We will
spend time and resources with qualified personnel to structure the GRAYLL system optimally within legal frames to ensure transactions flow as efficient as possible.
The User understand and accepts that GRAYLL may have to disclose information on the User, including but not limited to the value of any GRAYLL token(s) held, if explicitly requested by
any government authorities in accordance with any applicable jurisdiction.
By creating, holding or using the GRAYLL token(s), and to the extent permitted by law, the User agrees not to hold GRAYLL or any associated third party, including developers, auditors,
contractors or shareholders, liable for any tax liability associated with or arising from the creation, ownership or use of the GRAYLL token(s) or any other action or transaction related to the
GRAYLL system.
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NO WARRANTIES – All information provided within the White Paper and within the Light Paper and within the Pitch Deck and within the One Pager and within GRAYLL’s Business
Plan is provided “AS-IS” and with no warranties whatsoever on the GRAYLL token, the Smart Contract System(s) and/or the success of the GRAYLL system, including the accuracy,
completeness or the use of any information provided therein, to the extent permitted by any applicable law. This includes, but is not limited to, express or implied warranties of title,
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, are made with respect to the information, or any use of the information, on this site or platform.
DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY – The User acknowledges and agrees, to the extent permitted by any applicable law, that the User will not hold GRAYLL or any associated parties, including
but not limited to any group entity, management, developers, contractors or shareholders, liable for any and all damages or injury whatsoever caused by or related to the use of, or the inability to
use the GRAYLL token(s), the Smart Contract System(s) or the GRAYLL platform, under any cause or action whatsoever of any kind in any jurisdiction. GRAYLL specifically, without
limitations, disclaims liability for any loss or damages, including incidental or consequential damages, and assumes no responsibility or liability for any loss or damage suffered by any person as
a result of the use, misuse or reliance of any of the information or content in the White Paper or in the Light Paper or in the Pitch Deck or in the One Pager or in GRAYLL’s Business Plan or
on the GRAYLL Website(s) or Applications.
Under no circumstances shall GRAYLL, or any associated party(-ies) as stated above, be liable to the User for any special, indirect, incidental, consequential, exemplary or punitive damages
(including lost or anticipated revenues or profits and failure to realise expected savings arising from any claim relating to the services provided by GRAYLL) whether such claim is based on
warranty, contract, tort (including negligence or strict liability) or otherwise or likelihood of the same.
The User further specifically acknowledges that GRAYLL, or any associated parties as stated above, are not liable, and the User agrees to not hold them liable, for the conduct of any third
parties, including other creators of GRAYLL token(s), and that the risk of creating, holding and using GRAYLL token(s) rests entirely with the User.
USE AT YOUR OWN RISK – By ustilising the TGE Smart Contract System(s) for GRAYLL, the GRAYLL system or the grayll.io website, including but not limited to, the transferring of
any assets to GRAYLL’s legal entities, the User undertakes and understands all possible risks that directly or indirectly arise from the activity connected with the User’s participation in the TGE
and/or use of GRAYLL’s services and products.
FORCE-MAJEURE – The User understands that GRAYLL will not be liable to the User for any breach hereunder, including for failure to deliver or delays in delivery of the Services
occasioned by causes beyond the control of GRAYLL including but not limited to unavailability of materials, strikes, labour slowdowns and stoppages, labour shortages, lockouts, fires, floods,
earthquakes, storms, droughts, adverse weather, riots, thefts, accidents, embargoes, war (whether or not declared) or other outbreak of hostilities, civil strife, acts of governments, acts of God,
governmental acts or regulations, orders or injunctions, or other reasons, whether similar or dissimilar to the foregoing (each a “Force Majeure Event”).
MISCELLANEOUS / FINAL WARNING – TGE participations can be considered high-risk trading; utilising GRAYLL tokens via a Crowdfunding or utilising services offered by GRAYLL,
through the Smart Contract System(s), the GRAYLL system and on the GRAYLL website(s), may result in significant losses or even in a total loss of all value submitted and obtained.
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This Disclaimer, the GRAYLL Light Paper, the GRAYLL Whitepaper, the GRAYLL One Pager, the GRAYLL Pitch Deck, the GRAYLL Business Plan, the GRAYLL Website(s) or any
related documents, applications or site do not constitute a prospectus of any sort, is not a solicitation for investment and does not pertain in any way to an offering of securities in any jurisdiction.
The User guarantees that he is a legally capable person of a sufficient age, and that the User complies with all legal rules and applicable laws of the jurisdiction where the User lives when
transferring digitized assets to the Smart Contract System(s) to create the GRAYLL token(s). The User further confirms to be legally permitted to hold and use the GRAYLL token(s) in the
jurisdiction where the User is domiciled, and accepts to hold GRAYLL harmless should the User not be compliant to any such laws and regulations.
GRAYLL tokens are only functional utility tokens and its ownership carries no other rights other than being intended to be applied on GRAYLL platform, if successfully completed and
deployed as stipulated in the Business Plan or any related documents. In particular, the User understands and accepts that the GRAYLL utility tokens do not represent or constitute any
ownership right or stake, share or security or equivalent rights or any right to receive future revenues, Intellectual Property rights or any other form of participation in or relating to the
GRAYLL system, other than enabling access for token holders and Users to GRAYLL system. GRAYLL utility tokens are not for speculative investment. No promises regarding value or future
performance are made regarding GRAYLL tokens. No promises regarding any particular value of GRAYLL tokens are made. No other rights associated with holding GRAYLL utility tokens
are given. Proceeds of the GRAYLL TGE may be spent as the company sees appropriate, which may change as deemed necessary in the maturation and advancement of the GRAYLL system.
GRAYLL’s team is investing heavily in the safety and security of the services that GRAYLL provides. However, we cannot protect against all possible sources of error and malicious deeds
initiated by any party. Therefore all risks assumed by using GRAYLL’s system in any capacity, transferring, receiving and accumulating GRAYLL tokens are solely assumed and accepted by
the User. GRAYLL tokens are meant to be held and used by those well experienced and knowledgeable in cryptographic assets, their acquisition, transfer, and use only for accessing the services
offered on GRAYLL’s platform. By transferring digitized assets through the Smart Contract System(s) for the creation of GRAYLL token(s), the User represents and warrants that it has deep
understanding of the functionality, usage, storage and transmission mechanism associated with digitized cryptographic assets and distributed ledger based software systems.
The User further represents and warrants to have knowledge of the token creation process and that the User will have its own contribution account. Following the creation of GRAYLL tokens
by the Smart Contract System(s), the GRAYLL utility token(s) will be transferred to the User's address by the Smart Contract System(s). The User understands that the User must keep its
password(s) and private key(s) safe. GRAYLL or any other no person or entity will not be able to help the User retrieve or reconstruct the lost password(s) and/or private key(s).
The User understands and accepts that the GRAYLL system will be run entirely or partly on a third party distributed ledger(s) that will ultimately be in control of the Smart Contract System(s).
The User understands that the third party distributed ledger(s) could at any point decide to make changes to the official Smart Contract System(s) and to run a new version of the Smart Contract
System(s), which could lead to the GRAYLL token losing its intrinsic value.
By transferring digitized assets to the Smart Contract System(s) and/or receiving GRAYLL tokens, no form of partnership, joint venture or any similar relationship between the Users and/or
other individuals or entities involved with the deployment of the Smart Contract System(s) and the setting up of the GRAYLL system is created.
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The User understands and accepts that no market liquidity may be guaranteed with regard to the GRAYLL utility token(s) and that its value may experience extreme volatility over time,
including depreciation in full.
Should the User be a consumer and should any applicable consumer legislation or cancellation rights apply to such User in relation to the creation and obtainment of the GRAYLL token(s), the
User waives any such consumer and cancellation rights, unless otherwise prescribed by mandatory law. The User further acknowledges and accepts that any applicable cancellation rights are
waived and lost when the User transfers digitized assets through the Smart Contract System(s) and thereby creates and obtains GRAYLL token(s), unless otherwise prescribed by mandatory law.
The User understands and accepts that the distributed ledger technology allows new forms of interaction and that it is possible that certain jurisdictions will apply existing regulations on, or
introduce new regulations addressing, distributed ledger technology based applications, which may be contrary to the current setup of the Smart Contract System(s) and which may, inter alia,
result in substantial modifications of the Smart Contract System(s) and/or the GRAYLL system, including its termination and the loss of GRAYLL tokens for the User.
By participating in the TGE, the User confirms that he has read, understood and agrees to comply with all restrictions set forth above. The User further confirms to not obtain the GRAYLL
utility token for any illegal purposes and that the digitized assets through the Smart Contract System(s) has not been obtained by any illegal means, including but not limited through money
laundering or corruption of any sort or any other illegal means in the jurisdiction in which the User resides.
The User acknowledges and agrees that if any part of this Disclaimer or the White Paper or the Light Paper or the One Pager or the Pitch Deck or the Business Plan or any related document is
found illegal or unenforceable, in whole or in part, such provision(s) shall be ineffective solely to the extent of the invalidity or unenforceability under the laws of the applicable jurisdiction
without affecting the validity or enforceability thereof in any other manner, and without affecting the remaining provisions of this Disclaimer or the White Paper or the Light Paper or the One
Pager or the Pitch Deck or the Business Plan or any related document, which shall continue to be in full force and effect.
This Disclaimer is governed by the laws of England and Wales and any claims brought forward against GRAYLL arising out of or in connection with the creation of GRAYLL tokens and the
development and execution of the GRAYLL system, shall be resolved and finally settled by the courts of England and Wales. GRAYLL and its team(s) will in any case abide within the laws set
forth in each of its operational country(ies), and each operational unit shall be subject to its local laws and jurisdiction for the explicit operation such unit provides.
GRAYLL’s White Paper, its Light Paper, its One Pager, its Pitch Deck, its Business Plan, its Website(s), its Applications and this Disclaimer, may be subject to changes by GRAYLL’s
discretion, either before, during or after the TGE.
This Disclaimer is valid as of 9 March 2019, and may be amended from time to time.

